Living and Dying in a Virtual World
Estate Planning for Digital Assets
by Greg Lastowka and Trisha Hall

A significant portion of a modern decedent’s
assets may consist of ‘digital assets’ such as
e-books, domain names, and online accounts.
Unlike their tangible predecessors, digital
assets may be difficult for executors and
administrators to obtain. New laws may help
facilitate access to digital assets, but it will not
be simple to strike an appropriate balance
between property, privacy, and contract.

While these numbers are impressive, they only scratch the
surface of a vast landscape of platforms, websites, and
account-based social media technologies. As a result, it is
increasingly likely that decedents will possess a range of personal accounts holding a range of files, documents, licenses,
personal communications, and other forms of intangible
property located behind password-protected login screens.
Many of today’s digital assets function in ways that seem
analogous to prior forms of personal property. A decedent’s digital photography archive on Flickr (or Instagram, Smugmug, or
Picasa) might serve the same purpose as an old-fashioned shoe-

U

biquitous computing technologies are

box. An account filled with e-books and digital music may

becoming increasingly enmeshed with

replace the library on a set of tangible bookshelves. A blog

our daily lives. Websites and other online

might replace a daily journal, and a digital folder full of emails

platforms keep track of our history of

might replace a bundle of handwritten letters.2 Services such as

communication, and they may addition-

PayPal and Wallet might replace traditional checking accounts.

ally hold valuable intangible property and

Virtual currencies like bitcoin might replace some portion of a

digital assets we have created or purchased. A quick scan of
recent news stories reveals that:1

decedent’s portfolio.
Executors and administrators of estates cannot disregard a
decedent’s digital assets. In New Jersey, personal representa-

1. Over one billion people maintain Facebook pages.
2. Over one billion people have accounts on Gmail, Hotmail, or Yahoo!.

tives of estates are duty-bound to settle and distribute an
estate as “expeditiously and efficiently as is consistent with
the best interests of the estate.”3 Moreover, personal represen-

3. Over 300 million e-books were sold by Amazon in 2012.

tatives are responsible for valuing assets of the estate and pay-

4. Over 25 billion songs have been sold on iTunes.

ing any state and federal inheritance and estate tax that may

5. Over 50 million domain names have been registered by

be due on those assets. While an online photo archive may

GoDaddy.
6. Roughly 175 million tweets were posted on an average
day in 2012.
7. Over 70 hours of video are uploaded to YouTube’s servers
every minute.

not amount to substantial value for these purposes, a decedent’s PayPal or virtual current account may. These duties certainly extend to digital assets and accounts that represent
offline monetary value.4
However, while executors and administrators can normal-

8. Over 70 million people tended virtual farms in Zynga’s

ly reach a decedent’s tangible personal property with relative

Farmville at the height of its popularity, some paying real

ease, today’s digital assets are typically password-protected.

money to obtain virtual assets.

Decedents may have dozens of accounts, each with its own
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unique login and password combina-

forms tend to give away their services,

For instance, the federal Stored Commu-

tion. Fiduciaries may not be aware of

offering users content created by other

nications Act (SCA)15 generally prohibits

the existence or location of the dece-

users. A fiduciary’s access to a decedent’s

any “electronic communication service”

dent’s accounts, and even if they are

content on a social networking plat-

(e.g., an email service or a social net-

aware, they may be unable to obtain

form, therefore, entails access to inter-

work) from disclosing “the contents of a

access if passwords are not written down

personal communications, and this can

communication” to parties other than

and kept up to date. Moreover, technol-

pose difficult privacy issues.

the sender or recipient, subject to certain

ogy is continually changing, and what

It may seem that a decedent’s benefi-

limited exceptions.16 New Jersey law also

may be behind login and password

ciaries should have stronger claims to

has a statute, passed in 1993, that rough-

today could be secured in other ways in

digital assets the decedent produced, for

ly mirrors the core language in the SCA.17

the future.

example the photos, videos, songs, and

While both statutes permit services

5

For some digital assets, such as bank

writings the decedent created and

to disclose communications with “the

accounts, access to records can general-

uploaded to an online platform. But this

lawful consent of the originator or an

ly be obtained along with the ‘hard’

is not always the case. The struggle of

addressee,”18 it is not clear that this

account assets by providing a death cer-

the parents of Justin Ellsworth is often

exception should apply in all cases. A

tificate and other documents establish-

used to illustrate the tension between

signed statement from the decedent

ing the authority of the fiduciary to

contract,

property.11

could serve as proof the decedent

privacy,

and

obtain access. However, distributing a

Ellsworth was a U.S. marine who was

intended for specific persons to obtain

decedent’s library of digital content

killed in Iraq in 2004. Like many others,

access to social media accounts. But in

(e.g., e-books and digital music) is a

he had used a Yahoo! email account dur-

the absence of this, it is certainly possi-

trickier issue. Contract law (in the form

ing his tour of duty to correspond with

ble that some decedents will want some

of copyright licenses and/or a content

his friends and family in the states.

communications to remain permanent-

platform’s terms of use) will generally

Ellsworth’s parents sought access to

ly inaccessible. Correspondents of the

limit authorized library access to the

their son’s correspondence because,

decedent might have similar wishes.19

original purchaser. While a physical

among other things, Ellsworth had told

Recently, Google launched a new

book is subject to inheritance, e-books

his father that he planned to make a

inactive account service that will allow a

may be a different story.

scrapbook from his letters. However,

Google account user (which includes

when

6

contacted

Gmail, YouTube, Blogger, Google+, Wal-

contemplating

Yahoo!, the company explained it

let and other services) to configure

Most digital content licenses have no
language

specifically

Ellsworth’s

father

what should occur upon the death of the

would not allow the family access due

account settings to automatically termi-

original purchaser, but most licenses are

to its terms of service and the need to

nate and delete an account or transfer

generally limited to personal use.7 Some

protect Ellsworth’s privacy. Eventually,

its contents to a named third party after

commentators have argued that digital

the parents obtained an order from a

a period of inactivity and attempts to

content licenses should allow purchasers

Michigan

directing

contact via text message or another

to transfer digital copies pursuant to

Yahoo! to provide the family with the

email account. This will certainly help

copyright’s first sale doctrine, but this

emails. The company complied with the

in situations where an account provider

claim is controversial, and would seem-

order, but the family resented Yahoo’s

offers this type of service and the

ingly contravene the express licensing

initial refusal.

8

terms.9 These terms may change in com-

probate

court

account user actually uses it, but for the

Other families of decedents have had

near future, this will not be the case for

ing years, given that Apple and Amazon

similar struggles with email services and

have sought patents on systems for

social networks. For instance, the par-

Even when executors or administra-

transferring used digital media assets

ents of a 20-year-old man who had com-

tors do have easy access to a decedent’s

(e.g., music, videos, and books).10

mitted suicide complained of waiting a

personal accounts (for instance, when

most people.

While digital content sellers like

month for Facebook to remove their

passwords are stored on an accessible

Apple and Amazon profit primarily

son’s profile picture, which showed him

computer), there may be other legal con-

from selling digital content, social

holding a gun to his mouth.

Similar

cerns. Fiduciaries may access accounts,

media companies (such as Yahoo!,

cases of non-responsive social media

for instance, in ways that could techni-

Google, Twitter, and Facebook) profit

platforms have been reported. Yet this

cally violate New Jersey and federal law.

primarily from selling their user’s atten-

resistance may reflect valid concerns

The federal Computer Fraud and Abuse

tion to advertisers. Social media plat-

about current electronic privacy law.

Act and the laws of New Jersey both pro-

30
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hibit, with civil and criminal provisions,

nate any accounts of a deceased person

of law, immunizes fiduciaries from lia-

unauthorized access to computers.20

on any social networking website, any

bility for acts in compliance with the

While it seems unlikely a state or federal

microblogging or short message service

new law, and provides a mechanism for

prosecutor would arrest a fiduciary for

website or any e-mail service websites.”26

“interested parties” to challenge the

trying to obtain access to a decedent’s

Indiana has passed a law allowing per-

default fiduciary access. It seems likely

digital assets, there is no explicit state-

sonal representatives and conservators to

that some of these provisions will be

ment in either the federal or New Jersey

access a decedent’s electronic docu-

altered or replaced in later versions. The

anti-hacking laws that expressly safe-

ments.27 And Virginia just recently passed

committee anticipates a final version of

guards the legality of a fiduciary’s access

a law allowing the parents of deceased

the proposed uniform legislation will

to a decedent’s accounts.

minors to access their accounts.

not be ready until 2014. It would then

28

A final wrinkle in the current law is

Legislation is pending in at least

take more time for states, like New Jer-

the rise of so-called ‘digital estate plan-

eight other states (Hawaii, Maryland,

sey, to decide whether to adopt the uni-

ning’ services. There are many services

Massachusetts, Nebraska, New Hamp-

form law.

today, each with its own features and

shire, New York, North Dakota, and Ore-

Therefore, for the next few years at

designs, which offer to assist users in

gon) which would generally expand

least, the unresolved issues of intangible

transferring digital assets after death.21

fiduciary access rights along the lines of

inheritance will remain. The emerging

Generally, these services are not the

the Idaho and Oklahoma laws.29 The

law of virtual estates will require dili-

work of estate lawyers. Their common

Hawaii and Massachusetts bills are espe-

gent executors and administrators to

feature is that, upon the occurrence of

cially interesting, in that they would

navigate a complex set of legal and tech-

some event (e.g., a failure to check into

overwrite

nological rules.

the service or to reply to an email mes-

opposed fiduciary access to digital

sage from the service), the service pro-

assets.30 The Massachusetts bill would
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